Guided FNAC of nodular lesions in liver
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Abstract

Introduction: A focal mass or a nodule in the liver has become easily accessible to the needle of a pathologist, courtesy the rising numbers of guided FNAC. Precise localisation of lesions helps in studying the cytological features in greater detail, of the area in question. A targeted needle aspiration achieves high rates of sensitivity and specificity with regard to the varied spectrum of the pathologies encountered in liver especially when correlated with serological tests. Thus present study was carried out with aim to assess the role of guided FNAC in the diagnosis of nodular lesions of liver and to study their cytomorphology.

Materials and Methods: It is an observational, prospective study of 130 adequate aspirates from liver nodules done at tertiary care hospital over two year period. All patients presenting with nodular liver mass detected on imaging techniques were selected for FNAC under USG or CT guidance. Another pass was taken from the surrounding liver to ascertain the presence of parenchymal changes like fatty change, cirrhosis and dysplasia.

Results: Adequate aspirates from 130 cases were studied. Lesions were categorised into non neoplastic (11) and neoplastic which were further classified benign (1), primary malignancies (31HCC, 4 cholangiocarcinoma) metastasis (72) and undifferentiated malignancies (11) respectively on cytology.

Conclusion: Guided FNAC of the liver is a rapid simple and precise method of identifying the pathology in liver nodules. It can be a useful modality to triage the patients and decide further line of management.
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Introduction

Pathologies involving liver are varied and range from inflammatory to benign and malignant lesions. Many of these give rise to a nodule/s in the liver. Prolonged intake of alcohol above threshold values are known to cause crippling cirrhosis which in turn can act as a soil for development of hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC). Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C viruses are also associated with an increased risk of primary tumours of the liver. Malignant neoplasm of the liver are very aggressive and chemotherapy has limited value thus hepatectomy or liver transplant is the treatment of choice. Therefore early diagnosis and treatment is the need of the hour. Modalities like tru-cut biopsy has its own disadvantages like hospitalization, complications like bleeding due to deranged coagulation profile and processing time of biopsy.

Since the advent of guided Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC), the diagnostic accuracy of liver nodules, has improved significantly and reduced the incidence of bleeding. Guided FNAC, in conjunction with the clinical, imaging and serological data, provides quick, easy and fairly precise amount of information with great accuracy in liver nodules. Hence this study was carried out with an aim to assess the role of guided FNAC in the diagnosis of nodular lesions of liver and to study their cytomorphology.
using the SPSS software. Kappa coefficient was used and sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy were calculated using Wilson score.

**Results**

Total 138 liver lesions were aspirated of which 130 were adequate, 8 were inadequate after re-aspiration and hence excluded from study. Of these 130 cases with adequate aspirates maximum patients were between 61-70 years. The youngest patient was 4 months and the oldest was 75 years old with male predominance (66.92%). Biochemical analysis revealed raised serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT), serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGPT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and bilirubin values in 23.84%, 23.07%, 17.69% and 32.30% cases respectively. Hepatitis B surface antigen (HbsAg) was available in 98 cases, of which 25 (25.51%) were positive. HbsAg was positive in 57.14% cases of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and 12.00% cases of metastatic deposits.

Alpha feto protein (AFP) levels were estimated in 40 cases. Of these 20 each was of primary HCC and metastases. Raised AFP values above the cut off of 400 ng/ml was detected in 80% cases of HCC and zero percent cases of metastases.

Radiologically 29 (22.30 %) were of primary malignancy, 41/130 (31.53%) of metastases, 12/130 (9.23%) of benign/ non neoplastic and a broad categorisation into neoplastic was given in 48 (36.92%) as specific categorisation was not possible. (Table 1)

Single lesions predominated in HCC (70.96%) and multiple lesions predominated in metastases (63.88%). Cytologically (72/130) were of metastatic deposits followed by primary malignancies (31 HCC and 4 cholangiocarcinoma), 11 undifferentiated carcinoma, 11non neoplastic (3 pyogenic abscess, 3 regenerative nodule, 3 dysplastic nodules, one fungal granuloma and one fibropolycystic disease) and one benign neoplasm (hepatic adenoma) respectively. (Table 2)

Surrounding liver was aspirated in 119 cases, of which HCC showed cirrhotic changes in 5 (16.92%) dysplasia in 6 (19.35%) and malignant hepatocytes in 7 cases (22.58%) respectively whereas cases of metastasis showed cirrhotic change in 3 (4.16%), dysplasia in 3 (4.16%) and malignant cells in 5 (6.94%) cases respectively as shown in Table 3.

Cytology in comparison to histopathology had sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value (PPV) of 100%, 66.67% and 94.12% respectively. Cohen’s kappa ratio was 0.7711.

Cytology and radiology were correlated and the sensitivity, specificity and PPV were 94.12, 50% and 94.12% respectively. The diagnostic accuracy was 89.47%. Cohen’s kappa ratio for radiology and cytology was 0.4412.

**Table 1: Radiological diagnosis of all cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USG/CT Diagnosis</th>
<th>No of cases</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metastatic liver disease</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Malignancy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non neoplastic/ Benign</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplastic</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Cytological diagnosis of liver nodules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FNAC diagnosis</th>
<th>No of cases</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non Neoplastic</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign Neoplasm (Hepatic adenoma)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant Neoplasm</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC+4 Mets</td>
<td>82.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undifferentiated carcinoma</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Total | 130 | 100%

**Table 3: Adjacent liver findings (n=119)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytological diagnosis</th>
<th>Normal liver</th>
<th>Reactive hepatocytes</th>
<th>Fatty change</th>
<th>Cirrhotic change</th>
<th>Dysplastic change</th>
<th>Malignant hepatocytes</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastasis</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undifferentiated</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non- neoplastic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Histopathology diagnosis of liver lesions in comparison to cytological diagnosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histopathology diagnosis</th>
<th>Cytology diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non neoplastic</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplastic</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

FNAC, a diagnostic modality often used for superficial lesions has spread its realm to deeper lesions due to superior radiological guidance which has increased precision and visualisation of these lesions. Radiological assisted diagnosis when combined with the needling of the lesion provides quick and reliable diagnosis. Endoscopic ultrasound guidance can access...
areas which are difficult by conventional USG, especially in targeting left lobe of the liver and gastrohepatic ligament lymph nodes.11 Thus cytology of the liver plays important role to distinguish benign from malignant lesions, especially in the Indian setup, as very few core biopsies are done due to lack of infrastructural support.

The major cause of nodular lesions in liver is primary or secondary malignancy. Liver receives the portal vein which drains all the abdominal visceral organs, and hence tumour cells get lodged in the liver. Many aetiologies are associated with primary liver malignancy like a background of cirrhosis and HbsAg positivity, other causes being dysplastic nodules, aflatoxins and androgenic steroids.12 Considering the increasing incidence of liver lesions and they being the cause of increasing morbidity, this study was carried out to assess the utility of cytology in diagnosing nodular liver lesions, understanding their variable patterns and also observe the status of the surrounding liver while correlating these findings with radiology.

The mean age of patients in our study was 52 years with male predominance. The reason being cellular aging and related oncogene activation, in addition decreased regenerative capacity makes hepatocyte more prone to damage by environmental and infectious agents responsible for carcinogenesis.13 Male preponderance in the liver malignancy is due to cirrhotic changes which could be alcohol related or unrelated. Alcoholic cirrhosis however is commoner in males. Cirrhosis itself is an independent risk factor for hepatocellular carcinoma.14

Hepatitis B and C viruses have found great etiological association with the development of primary liver malignancies in many studies.3 Patients with HbsAg infection are more likely to develop HCC in comparison to hepatitis C infection (HCV).15 Dual infection of hepatitis B (HBV) and HCV infection show higher morbidity in HCC, thus both the tests are important in identifying patients who need more aggressive course of therapy.16

HbsAg was done in 98/130. Out of 98 patients, 16 HCC (57.14%) cases, 6 (12%) metastatic and 3 cases of undifferentiated carcinoma were HbsAg positive. HCV positivity was not noted due to overall low prevalence. Kumar et al and Asim et al reported HbsAg positivity in 56.5% and 61% positivity in HCC patients.17,18 Hiotis reported 89 (59.7%) and 38 (25.5%) HBV and HCV associated cancers respectively.15

Serum AFP value of 400ng/ml was taken as the cut off according to European association for the study of the liver (EASL) guidelines.19 These levels provide a great deal of insight into the pathology of liver. Raised AFP levels were seen in 16/20 (80%) patients of HCC whereas none of the metastatic cases showed raised levels. Kailapuri et al, Banerjee et al and Abbasi et al observed AFP positivity in 45.8% and 75% and 46.34% cases respectively.20-22 Though AFP suffers from lack of sensitivity and specificity it surely can be used as an adjunctive modality for diagnostic support.23 Recent studies point to the usage of combined markers namely des-gamma-carboxyprothrombin (DCP) and Lens culinaris agglutinin-reactive fraction of AFP (AFP-L3).24,25 Serial estimations of AFP are always a better option in cases of doubt.26

According to an algorithm by Wee, radiological evaluation of cystic or solid component, size, location and the number of a liver mass is essential. Presence of cirrhosis is also of great help.9 In our study 70.96% HCC presented as solitary mass and 63.88% metastasis presented as multiple nodules on radiology. Banerjee et al reported 20% HCC as a single mass and 30% as multiple nodules, whereas metastasis presented as single mass in 20% and multiple nodules in 70%.21 Ahuja et al, found 17/25 lesions of HCC were solitary space occupying lesions (SOL) and in metastatic cases 17 cases had multiple nodules.27

On radiology 12/130 (9.23%), 41/130 (31.53%), 29/130 (22.30%) were classified as non neoplastic or benign, metastatic and primary malignancies respectively. 48/130 (36.92%) lesions which were malignant on radiology but could not be classified into primary or metastatic were broadly categorised as neoplastic. Definitive cytological diagnosis into primary and metastasis was offered in 42/48 of these cases, thus emphasizing on the importance of cytological evaluation. We had 17 nodules < 2cm in either dimension on radiology, of these 4 were of HCC, 11 of metastatic deposits, one each of cirrhotic nodule and dysplastic nodule respectively. 4 HCC cases were of early HCC and radiological evaluation helped in there early assessment. Ohnishi evaluated 74 nodules with a median size of 11 millimetre (mm), of which 7 were proven to be HCC on histology. 64 lesions were followed up and 18 of these increased in size and showed typical features of HCC.28

HCC is the sixth most common cancer in the world.29 Though histopathological diagnosis is the gold standard; the liberty of biopsy is not always available. Hence cytology remains the only cheap and reliable technique with sensitivity rates approaching almost 100%.30

Non neoplastic and benign lesions are comparatively less as compared to malignant lesions. We had one case of fungal granuloma in an immunocompromised patient and thorough search revealed hyphae, therefore it is of importance to rule out fungal infections especially in immune compromised individuals.31

Hepatic adenoma is a challenging diagnosis on cytology and is also a close differential of well differentiated HCC. We encountered an incidental mass in young female which on cytology revealed only benign looking normal hepatocytes in sheets and no evidence of dysplasia. On eliciting history patient was on oral contraceptive pills. Hence considering
cytomorphology, radiology and clinical, a diagnosis of hepatic adenoma was offered. Careful search was done in this patient to rule out malignancy. Nasit et al also mentioned about the difficulty in diagnosing hepatic adenoma which can be mistaken as well differentiated HCC and focal nodular hyperplasia on cytology.\textsuperscript{32}

A rare case of fibropolycystic disease was detected in a 23 year male. (Fig. 1A) This entity encompasses related lesions of the liver and biliary tract which are caused by abnormal embryologic development of the ductal plates.\textsuperscript{33} Smears showed fibrous tissue, mucoid background and normal hepatocytes. There was no exuberant inflammatory infiltrate. Radiology along with cytology proved helpful in arriving at the diagnosis.

Regenerative nodules often seen in alcoholic patients, present as multiple tiny nodules in liver. Typical features of cirrhosis like bile stasis, fatty change, nucleomegaly, bifurcation can be seen with no evidence of malignancy. (Fig. 1B) Geramizadeh studied pure cirrhotic nodules and some HCC nodules which showed the typical cytological features of cirrhosis but absence of transgressing capillaries, mitosis, eccentric nuclei, and scant cytoplasm thus excluding HCC.\textsuperscript{29}

Diagnosis of dysplasia on cytology is an interesting and rewarding exercise. Their association with HCC makes them essential to be diagnosed at an early stage. We observed smears from some patients showing hyperchromasia and atypia neither enough to be classified as hepatocellular carcinoma nor usual enough to be left. Cells here showed anisonucleosis with enlarged nuclei, hyperchromasia and normal nuclear cytoplasmic (N/C) ratio in case of large cell dysplasia and increased N/C ratio in small cell dysplasia. (Fig. 1C and 1D) We had 3 such cases of which 02 were of large cell change and one was of small cell change and two of them were HbsAg positive. A study by Yasin et al was closest to ours amongst benign/ non neoplastic lesions.\textsuperscript{34}

We found HCC to be the most common primary malignancy (31/118) i.e. 26% of all malignant lesions. (Fig. 2A and 2B) Nasit and Balani found HCC in 28% and 27% cases respectively, quite similar to us.\textsuperscript{32, 35} Cholangiocarcinoma was the second common primary cancer in our study. It was very challenging to differentiate cholangiocarcinoma from metastatic adenocarcinoma. Cells were mostly cuboidal to columnar but typical clinical presentation of obstructive jaundice and characteristic desmoplastic stroma helped in arriving at diagnoses. (Fig. 2C, 2D) However it is recommended to offer this diagnosis in presence of strong radiological back up and ruling out a primary malignancy elsewhere. Soudah extensively studied liver FNAs and found more cases of cholangiocarcinoma (10%) in comparison which could be because of greater sample size in their study.\textsuperscript{36}

We had 72 (71carcinoma and one lymphoma) cases of metastatic deposits in the liver, being the most common liver nodules in our study. Most common metastases were from adenocarcinoma of which most common primary site was gastrointestinal tract (13.86%) followed by lung (5.55%) and breast (4.16%). We also encountered one case each of metastases of neuroblastoma and lymphoma. (Fig. 3A- D) Case of lymphoma was proved to be diffuse large B cell lymphoma on flow cytometry. Primary site of malignancy could not be ascertained in (65.27%). Balani et al also reported most common metastases to be adenocarcinoma accounting for 55.76% cases. They also reported one case of lymphoma similar to our finding.\textsuperscript{34} Reddy et al, also stated gastrointestinal tract as the commonest site of metastasis followed by breast cancer.\textsuperscript{37} These findings of gastrointestinal tract being the most common site of primary are concordant with the findings published in standard text books.\textsuperscript{38}

In our study, there were total 11 cases (8.46%) which were classified into undifferentiated carcinoma as further classification was not possible. Hence these were given a differential diagnosis and were advised further investigations to find the primary tumour. Soudah et al had 2.8% lesions with unclear morphology and Goel et al had 17% cases of unclassified malignancies.\textsuperscript{36, 39}

The study of the surrounding liver is of great value in diagnosing a lesion in the liver. The most important association has been made with cirrhotic changes in the liver. We aspirated the surrounding liver in 119/130 cases. The rest of the cases couldn’t be studied because the patients did not give consent for an aspirate from other site or the lesions involved the entire liver. Studies which have separately evaluated the surrounding liver are few. We had 31 cases of HCC but surrounding liver was aspirated in 30 as in one case the liver was completely involved by the lesion on radiology and no intervening area was visualized. Of these 30 cases we observed dysplasia in 6 (20%), cirrhotic changes in 5 (16%) and malignant hepatocytes in 7/30 (23.33%) cases respectively. Presence of malignant cells in the surrounding liver in these 7 cases can be equated with multifocal lesion, satellite nodule or tumour infiltration.

Associated cirrhosis was detected on radiology in 19% cases. Ahuja et al reported the radiological association of cirrhosis in 40% cases of HCC, but cyotological confirmation has not been done in their study.\textsuperscript{27}Kumar et al studied 213 HCC patients, out of these, 64% patients had histological evidence of cirrhosis.\textsuperscript{2}

Cytological evaluation of dysplasia is difficult and most studies focus on histological appearance. A cyto–histological study by Chang et al on 64 nodular lesions showed hyperplastic nodules in 8, large cell dysplasia in 26, well differentiated HCC in 9, moderately differentiated HCC in 6, moderate to poorly differentiated HCC in 01 and poorly differentiated HCC in 01on histology, whereas large cell change was noted.
in 7 (10%) cases on cytology and small cell change was cytologically and histologically detected in 47 (73.43%) and 37 (57.81%) lesions, respectively. The percentages of dysplasia in their study were much more maybe because of the high prevalence of the disease.30

Geramizadeh divided 140 liver nodules into two groups (100 were pure cirrhotic and 40 were of HCC). Cirrhotic cases without HCC showed small cell dysplasia in none of the cases but large cell dysplasia was present in 33% of the cases. Small cell dysplasia was also commonly identified in cirrhotic background of HCC cases.29

We also found associated dysplasia in 3 cases of metastatic deposits which amount to 4.16% which is much lower in comparison to primaries and thus this could be a chance association. Metastatic deposits showed predominantly normal and reactive hepatocytes in the surrounding liver (79.16%). Thus dysplasia was more common in surrounding liver of HCC than metastatic deposits.

Histopathology was also done in 19 cases in our study, but the number of biopsies received was very low in our centre. The reason for this is the strong reliance on FNAC because it is a quick, easy and affordable for the patient. Histopathology and cytological concordance was seen in 18 cases. (Table 4) The discordant case was cytologically diagnosed as deposits of adenocarcinoma whereas when the biopsy was evaluated there was no evidence of malignancy. This discrepancy was because the site of the lesion could not be targeted on biopsy. It was a small lesion of size 1.8 x 2 cm in segment 5 of right lobe and cytology smears showed adequate cellularity with convincing malignant cells. The serum AFP was also low (3.72 ng/ml), and hence was supportive to our cytological diagnosis. A repeat biopsy was advised but the patient was lost to follow up. In a study by Applebaum et al data was obtained from 208 patients on whom both cytology and histology was performed and they found 25 cases had discordance. 7 out of these 25 cases were diagnosed only cytologically and 4/7 showed only normal liver cells and few malignant cells not sufficient enough to be called a carcinoma.41 Thus missing the lesion on biopsy is often a possibility, which can be minimised by cytology because of the ease of taking multiple passes.

The sensitivity and specificity of FNAC when compared to biopsy which is considered the gold standard is also very encouraging. Various studies have done combined cytological and histological study to come to this conclusion.

Statistical evaluation was done by Wilson score on three parameters namely radiology, cytology and histopathology. We evaluated 19 cases, in which we had the data of all three investigations. When comparing radiology with histopathology, we obtained a sensitivity and specificity of 93.75% and 33.3% respectively.

Similarly on comparing cytology with radiology the Cohens kappa was 0.4412. A study by Khanna et al mentioned discordance rate of 4.7% between radiology and cytology and correlation in 92% cases.42

On comparing cytology with histology using Wilson score, we found 100% sensitivity, 66.6% specificity, 94.12% positive predictive value and diagnostic accuracy of 94.74%. These findings are similar to the study by Balani et al.35 Specificity was lower in our study probably due to less number of histopathological correlations as compared to other studies. Though the specificity in our study suffered, a positive predictive value of 94.12% was obtained. A study by Wang et al reported sensitivity of 91.5% and specificity of 100%.43

Thus it would be right to say from our study that cytological evaluation is particularly very helpful to pick up malignant liver lesions.
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**Fig. 1:** 1A: (H & E 10X) Smears of fibropolycystic disease showing mucoid background, scattered inflammatory cells, normal hepatocytes and fibrous tissue; 1B: (MGG 40X) Cirrhotic nodule smears showing fatty change in hepatocytes; 1C: (H & E 40X) Smears from large cell dysplasia showing sudden anisonucleosis, hyperchromasia but maintained N/C ratio; 1D: (H & E 40X) Smears of small cell dysplasia showing increased proliferation of small hyperchromatic cells having scanty cytoplasm and increased N/C ratio.
Aspiring the surrounding liver also gives a comprehensive insight into the altered milieu of the liver and diagnosing the lesion in view of the same reduces chances of error.
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**Fig. 2:** 2A: USG showing single heterogeneous lesion in right lobe of liver; 2B: (Pap 40X) Smears from HCC showing transgressing capillaries in between malignant hepatocytes; 2C: (Pap 100X) Smears from cholangiocarcinoma showing cells in acini, round nucleus and scanty cytoplasm; 2D: (Pap 100X) Smears showing desmoplastic stroma of cholangiocarcinoma

**Fig. 3:** 3A: USG showing multiple well defined hypoechoic areas in liver; 3B: (H & E 10X) Smears showing deposits of adenocarcinoma colon along with mucin; 3C: (MGG 100X) Metastases of neuroblastoma showing small cells with neopopil like material; 3D: (MGG 100X) Metastases of lymphoma showing immature lymphoid cells along with normal hepatocytes

**Conclusion**

Guided FNAC is a rapid, safe and effective modality for precise localisation and diagnosis of nodular lesions of liver. It is of prime importance in deep seated lesions in critically ill patients due to less turnaround time more so in setups where biopsy is not readily available. Adjunctive tests like immunohistochemistry on cell block can be done in doubtful cases to increase the accuracy.
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